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Usually exprimental deta are represented with error, however, these notation are not necessarily 
universal, nor adequate, especially in the phenomena of probability. Uncertainty representation is 
proposed in 1993 as GUM ( Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement ). In this article
we discuss error and uncertainty from the point of inverse problem.


































































のガイド（Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in 






















特徴づけるパラメータ(parameter, associated with the 
result of a measurement, that characterizes the dispersion 













































図１.  人工放射線源  m ＝3.0 =σ 3.1  
図２.  室内１  m ＝5.3 =σ 4.0  
図 3.  室内 2  m ＝5.2 =σ 3.5  
図 4.  屋外１  m ＝6.5 =σ 6.9  
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